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A SEGAL CONJECTURE FOR p-COMPLETED
CLASSIFYING SPACES
KÁRI RAGNARSSON
Abstrat. We formulate and prove a new variant of the Segal
Conjeture desribing the group of homotopy lasses of stable
maps from the p-ompleted lassifying spae of a nite group G
to the lassifying spae of a ompat Lie group K as the p-adi
ompletion of the Grothendiek group Ap(G,K) of nite prinipal
(G,K)-bundles whose isotropy groups are p-groups. Colleting the
result for dierent primes p, we get a new and simple desription
of the group of homotopy lasses of stable maps between (unom-
pleted) lassifying spaes of groups. This desription allows us
to determine the kernel of the map from the Grothendiek group
A(G,K) of nite prinipal (G,K)-bundles to the group of homo-
topy lasses of stable maps from BG to BK.
Introdution
Inspired by Atiyah's desription [3℄ of the representable omplex pe-
riodi K-theory of a nite group G as the ompletion of the omplex
representation ring R[G] at its augmentation ideal,
Rˆ[G]
∼=
−→ KU0(BG),
Segal onjetured that the zeroth stable ohomotopy group of a nite
group G ould analogously be desribed as the ompletion of the Burn-
side ringA(G) of isomorphism lasses of virtual niteG-sets ([14℄), with
respet to its augmentation ideal I(G),
A(G)∧I(G)
∼=
−→ π0S(BG+).
After many partial results by various authors, this onjeture was
eventually settled in the armative by Carlsson in [7℄. In this a-
ount we mention only the three major ontributions whih in the
end ombined to form a solution of the onjeture, but the reader
is enouraged to look up [7℄ for an aount of the history of the Se-
gal onjeture. Adams-Gunawardena-Miller proved the onjeture for
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2 KÁRI RAGNARSSON
elementary abelian p-groups in [2℄. May-MClure simplied the on-
jeture in [10℄, where they proved that if the onjeture holds for all
nite p-groups, then it holds for all nite groups. The solution of the
onjeture was ompleted by Carlsson in [7℄, where he supplied an in-
dutive proof showing that if the Segal onjeture is true for elementary
abelian p-groups then it is true for all nite p-groups.
The Segal onjeture was extended by LewisMayMClure in [8℄ to
desribe the group of homotopy lasses of stable maps between las-
sifying spaes of nite groups, and later by MaySnaithZelewski in
[11℄ to allow the lassifying spae of a ompat Lie group in the target.
For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, they onsider the
Burnside module A(G,K). This is the Grothendiek group omple-
tion of isomorphism lasses of nite prinipal (G,K)-bundles, whih
are prinipal K-bundles with nitely many orbits in the ategory of
G-spaes. The Burnside module A(G,K) is an A(G)-module whih
as a Z-module is free with one basis element [H,ϕ] for eah onju-
gay lass of pairs (H,ϕ) onsisting of a subgroup H ≤ G and a group
homomorphism ϕ : H → K. Letting {BG+, BK+} denote the group
of homotopy lasses of stable maps Σ∞BG+ → Σ
∞BK+, there is a
natural homomorphism
α : A(G,K) −→ {BG+, BK+},
whih sends a basis element [H,ϕ] to the stable map Σ∞Bϕ+ ◦ trH ,
where trH is the transfer map disussed in Setion 1.2. In [8℄ and [11℄ it
is shown that the Segal onjeture implies that this map is a ompletion
with respet to I(G). The original Segal onjeture is the speial ase
when K is the trivial group.
The I(G)-adi ompletion of A(G,K) is in general diult to de-
sribe, but in the speial ase where G is a nite p-group S, May-
MClure [10℄ gave a simple desription. Letting A˜(S,K) denote the
quotient module obtained from A(S,K) by quotienting out basis ele-
ments of the form [P, ct] where ct is a onstant homomorphism, they
notied that the I(S)-adi topology on A˜(S,K) oinides with the p-
adi topology, and therefore the indued map
α˜ : A˜(S,K) −→ {BS,BK}
is a p-adi ompletion.
The main result of this paper an be regarded as an extension of
this result of May-MClure, where we drop the ondition that G be
a p-group but p-omplete BG instead. In other words we desribe
{BG∧p , BK} in similarly simple terms as a p-ompletion of a ertain
submodule of A˜(G,K). Let Ap(G,K) be the submodule of A(G,K)
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generated by those (G,K)-bundles whose isotropy groups are p-groups,
and let A˜p(G,K) denote the orresponding submodule of Ap(G,K).
We prove the following theorem, whih appears in the text as Theorem
3.1.
Theorem A. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
homomorphism
A˜p(G,K)
eαp
−→ {BG,BK}
ι∗p
−→ {BG∧p , BK}
indued by α is a p-adi ompletion.
Here ιp : BG
∧
p →֒ BG is the natural wedge summand inlusion ob-
tained from the natural splitting Σ∞BG ≃
∨
q Σ
∞BG∧q , as disussed
in Setion 1.1.
Sine α is natural in G and nite K we an state the nite group
version of this theorem in terms of isomorphisms of ategories. This is
done as Corollary 3.3 after we have developed the neessary framework.
As a onsequene of the stable splitting of the lassifying spae of
a nite group into its q-ompleted omponents, where q runs over all
primes, one easily obtains a new desription of {BG,BK}. The result
is similar in spirit to Minami's desription of A(G)∧I for a ompat
Lie group G in [12℄. Indeed, when K is the trivial group one reovers
Minami's result for nite G. This result is Theorem 3.4 in the text.
Theorem B. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
homomorphism α indues an isomorphism of Z-modules⊕
p
A˜p(G,K)
∧
p
∼=
−→ {BG,BK}.
This desription is muh simpler than the I(G)-adi ompletion, but
it has the drawbak that it is not obvious how to deompose an element
in {BG,BK} into p-ompleted parts in A˜p(G,K)
∧
p . This matter is
taken up in Setion 5 where we desribe the map
A˜(G,K) −→ {BG,BK} −→ {BG∧p , BK
∧
p }
∼=
−→ A˜p(G,K)
∧
p
for every prime p. Loosely speaking, this map sends an element X
of A(G,K) to an element of A˜p(G,K)
∧
p whose H-xed point sets for
subgroups H ≤ K ×G agree with the H-xed point sets of X if H is a
nite p-group, and are empty otherwise. (This desription should not
be taken too literally as elements of A(G,K) and A˜p(G,K)
∧
p are not
atual (K × G)-bundles and do not have xed point sets. A preise
statement an be found in Setion 5.) As a onsequene we dedue the
following desription of the kernel of α.
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Theorem C. Let G be a nite group and K a ompat Lie group.
(a) The kernel of the map
α : A(G,K) −→ {BG∧p , BK}
onsists of those virtual (G,K)-bundles [X − Y ] whose xed-
point sets under the ation of any nite p-subgroup P ≤ K ×G
satisfy
|W (P )\XP | = |W (P )\Y P |,
where W (P ) = NK×G(P )/P.
(b) The kernel of the map
α : A(G,K) −→ {BG,BK}
onsists of those virtual (G,K)-bundles [X − Y ] suh that for
every prime p and every p-subgroup P ≤ K ×G, the P -xed-
point sets satisfy
|W (P )\XP | = |W (P )\Y P |.
A more informative version of this theorem appears in the text as
Corollary 5.8 after some relevant onepts and notation have been in-
trodued. In partiular, not all p-subgroups P need be onsidered, and
there is a justiation why the quotients of the xed-point sets appear-
ing are nite sets. Note also that when K is nite one does not need
to take the quotient by the W (P )-ation (f. Remark 5.9).
The Segal onjeture has been presented here in its weak form. There
is a stronger form of the onjeture, also due to Segal, desribing higher
stable ohomotopy groups of lassifying spaes of nite groups as a om-
pletion of ertain equivariant stable ohomotopy groups, onstruted
by Segal in [13℄. The proofs of the Segal onjeture mentioned above
are in fat proofs of the stronger version. Indeed, Carlsson's indu-
tive argument would not have been possible without the presene of
higher homotopy groups. The Lewis-May-MClure generalization of
the onjeture also extends the stronger version of the Segal onje-
ture to desribe spetra of stable maps between lassifying spaes. We
refer the reader to [8℄ for this desription. This raises an obvious, in-
teresting question. Namely, whether the results in this paper an be
extended to also desribe higher homotopy groups of spetra of stable
maps between p-ompleted lassifying spaes.
This paper is divided into ve setions. In Setion 1 we disuss some
bakground material neessary for the main disussion. In Setion 2
we introdue subonjugay, whih gives a onvenient ltration of Burn-
side modules. In Setion 3 we state and prove the new variants of the
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Segal onjeture for p-ompleted lassifying spaes. Alternative for-
mulations of the main results, arising from dierent ways to overome
a tehnial nuisane involving basepoints, are disussed in Setion 4.
Finally, in Setion 5 we disuss how to deompose a stable map into
its p-ompleted omponents and desribe the kernel of the I(G)-adi
ompletion map.
1. Preliminaries
In this setion we disuss bakground material whih will be needed
in later setions. We begin by giving an overview of notation and
onventions whih will be used throughout this paper.
Unless otherwise speied, p is a xed prime and all ohomology
is taken with Fp-oeients. For a spae or spetrum X , we let X∧p
denote the Bouseld-Kan p-ompletion [6℄, and for a Z-module M , we
let M∧p denote the p-adi ompletion of M . Sine we only onsider
nitely generated modules in this paper, we have M ∼= M ⊗ Z∧p , where
Z∧p denotes the p-adi integers.
For a spae X , let X+ denote the pointed spae obtained by
adding a disjoint basepoint to X . We use the shorthand nota-
tion Σ∞+X := Σ
∞X+ and reall that there is a natural equivalene
Σ∞+X ≃ Σ
∞X ∨ S, where S denotes the sphere spetrum. All stable
homotopy will take plae in the homotopy ategory of spetra, whih
we denote by Spectra.
Let Gr denote the ategory of nite groups. We will use ιH to denote
a subgroup inlusion H →֒ G, speifying the supergroup G when there
is danger of onfusion. Conjugations will ome up frequently. For a
group element g ∈ G we let cg denote the onjugation isomorphism
x 7→ gxg−1. For a subgroup H ≤ G, we let gH denote cg(H), and H
g
denote c−1g (H).
We use the shorthand notations B: = Σ∞B(−) and
B+: = Σ∞+ (B(−)), regarded as funtors Gr→ Spectra. Sine
Σ∞(BG∧p ) ≃ (Σ
∞BG)∧p for a nite group G, we will write BG
∧
p
without danger of onfusion. We denote by BGr the ategory whose
objets are the nite groups and whose morphisms are homotopy
lasses of stable maps between lassifying spaes,
MorBGr (G1, G2) = {BG1, BG2}.
Similarly we let BGr∧p be the ategory with the same objets, but whose
morphisms are homotopy lasses of stable maps between p-ompleted
lassifying spaes.
MorBGr
∧
p
(G1, G2) = {(BG1)
∧
p , (BG2)
∧
p }.
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1.1. Bouseld-Kan p-ompletion of BG. In this setion we list the
basi properties of Bouseld-Kan ompletion of spetra at a prime. We
reall how the suspension spetrum of the lassifying spae of a nite
group deomposes as a wedge sum of its p-ompletions as p runs over
all primes and see that this splitting is natural.
Bouseld-Kan ompletion at a prime p is an endofuntor (−)∧p de-
ned on either the ategory of spaes or spetra, depending on the on-
text. In either ase its dening property is that for a map f : X → Y ,
the p-ompleted map f∧p : X
∧
p → Y
∧
p is a weak homotopy equivalene if
and only if f indues an isomorphism in homology with Fp oeients.
The p-ompletion funtor omes with a natural transformation
ηp : Id⇒ (−)
∧
p . We say that a spae or spetrum X is p-omplete if
the map ηp : X → X
∧
p is a weak equivalene. We say that X is p-good
if X∧p is p-omplete. Classifying spaes of nite groups and their sus-
pension spetra are p-good. Classifying spaes of nite p-groups and
their suspension spetra are p-omplete.
As noted earlier, we have (Σ∞BG)∧p ≃ Σ
∞(BG∧p ) for a nite group
G, and so we an denote both of these by BG∧p without danger of
onfusion. However, p-ompletion does not ommute with suspension
in general, as we have
Σ∞((BG+)
∧
p ) ≃ Σ
∞(BG∧p )+ ≃ S ∨ Σ
∞BG∧p
while
(Σ∞BG+)
∧
p ≃ S
∧
p ∨ Σ
∞BG∧p .
This dierene is one of the underlying reasons for the basepoint issues
one has to irumvent in the formulation of the p-ompleted Segal
onjetures.
When G is a nite group, BG is a torsion spetrum, so by Sullivan's
arithmeti square the natural maps ηq : BG→ BG
∧
q indue a natural
homotopy equivalene
h :=
∨
q
ηq : BG
≃
−→
∨
q
BG∧q ,
where the wedge sum runs over all primes q. We obtain a natural
inlusion of BG∧p as a wedge summand of BG, dened as the omposite
ιp : BG
∧
p →֒
∨
q
BG∧q
h−1
−−→ BG.
with left homotopy inverse ηp.
Lemma 1.1. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the p-
ompletion funtor sends f ∈ {BG,BK} to ηp ◦ f ◦ ιp ∈ {BG
∧
p , BK
∧
p }.
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Proof. By naturality of ηp we have f
∧
p ◦ηp = ηp◦f , from whih it follows
that f∧p ≃ f
∧
p ◦ ηp ◦ ιp = ηp ◦ f ◦ ιp. 
BouseldKan p-ompletion of spetra an also be thought of as
Bouseld loalization with respet to the homology theory H∗(−,Fp).
Bouseld loalization is disussed in [5℄. Taking this point of view, one
of Bouseld's results in [5℄ is that when X is a onnetive spetrum,
the p-ompletion of X is homotopy equivalent to the funtion spetrum
F (S−1Z/p∞, X), where S−1Z/p∞ is the desuspension of the Moore
spetrum SZ/p∞, with Z/p∞ = Z[1/p]/Z.
Lemma 1.2. Let X and Y be spetra suh that Y and F (X, Y ) are
both onnetive. Then there is a natural homotopy equivalene
Ad: F (X, Y ∧p )
≃
−→ F (X, Y )∧p
Proof. The map is just the adjuntion
F (X,F (S−1Z/p∞, Y )) ∼= F (S−1Z/p∞, F (X, Y )).

In this paper we study stable maps from the lassifying spae of a
nite group to the lassifying spae of a ompat Lie group. These
exhibit very unusual behaviour under p-ompletion as seen in the fol-
lowing lemma.
Lemma 1.3. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K the
maps in the sequene below are all homotopy equivalenes.
F (BG∧p ,BK)
ηp◦−
−−−→ F (BG∧p ,BK
∧
p )
−◦ηp
−−−→ F (BG,BK∧p )
Ad
−→ F (BG,BK)∧p
In partiular they indue isomorphisms of groups of homotopy lasses
of maps.
Proof. We obtain the homotopy equivalene Ad beause BK is on-
netive by onstrution as a suspension spetrum, and F (BG,BK) is
onnetive by [8℄. The map −◦ ηp is a homotopy equivalene sine the
obre of ηp is H∗(−,Fp)-ayli ([5℄).
The map ηp ◦ − fators as the omposition
F (BG∧p ,BK)
ηp
−→ F (BG∧p ,BK)
∧
p
Ad
−→ F (BG∧p ,BK
∧
p )
Let S be a Sylow subgroup of G. As explained in the next subsetion,
the spetrum F (BG∧p ,BK) is a retrat of the spetrum F (BS,BK),
whih is p-omplete and onnetive by [8℄. Hene F (BG∧p ,BK) is
p-omplete and onnetive, and so the two maps in the fatorization
are both homotopy equivalenes. 
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When working with pointed lassifying spetra one similarly has a
sequene of homotopy equivalenes
F ((B+G)
∧
p , (B+K)
∧
p )
−◦ηp
−−−→ F (B+G, (B+K)
∧
p )
Ad
−→ F (B+G,B+K)
∧
p .
The funtion spetrum F ((B+G)
∧
p ,B+K) is no longer homotopy equi-
valent beause it ontains an unompleted wedge summand F (S∧p , S)
(but p-ompleting this summand makes it homotopy equivalent).
1.2. Transfers. Reall (see for example [1℄) that a subgroup inlusion
H →֒ G, has a transfer map
trH : B+G −→ B+H
suh that the omposition B+ιH ◦ trH ats as multipliation by [G : H ]
in singular ohomology (with any oeients). We will for the most
part prefer to work with the redued transfer map BG→ BH , whih
we also denote by trH to redue notation. The omposition Bι ◦ trH
involving the redued transfer also ats as multipliation by [G : H ] in
singular ohomology.
When S is a Sylow subgroup of G, the index [G : S] is a unit in Fp
and therefore BιS ◦ trS indues an isomorphism onH∗(BG) = H∗(BG).
After p-ompletion, BιS ◦ trS onsequently beomes a homotopy equi-
valene
BG∧p
tr∧p
−→ BS
Bι∧p
−→ BG∧p
and so the p-ompletions of BιS and trS make BG
∧
p a wedge summand
of BS∧p ≃ BS.
When H is a subgroup of G, we will often denote the p-ompleted
transfer (trH)
∧
p by trH . Similarly, when ϕ : H → G is a group homo-
morphism, we will often denote the p-ompleted map (Bϕ)∧p by Bϕ.
This is done to redue notation. As we always distinguish learly be-
tween BG∧p and BG (exept when S is a p-group and the spetra are
homotopy equivalent anyway), this should not ause any onfusion.
1.3. Linear Categories. For a ring R, an R-linear ategory is a at-
egory in whih the morphism sets are R-modules and omposition is
bilinear. It is perhaps more ommon to refer to Z-linear ategories as
pre-additive ategories, but we use dierent terminology to emphasize
the role of the ground ring R. We say that a funtor F : C → D is a
funtor of R-linear ategories if the ategories C and D are R-linear
and for every pair of objets c, c′ ∈ C the map
F : MorC (c, c
′)→ MorD (F (c), F (c
′))
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is a morphism of R-modules. An isomorphism of R-linear ategories
is a funtor of R-linear ategories that is also an isomorphism of ate-
gories.
Example 1.4. If R is a ring, then we an regard R as an R-linear
ategory with one objet ◦R suh that
Mor (◦R, ◦R) = R.
We will sometimes take this point of view for the rings Z and Z∧p .
1.4. The Burnside ategory. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie
groupK, letMor(G,K) be the set of isomorphism lasses of nite prin-
ipal (G,K)-bundles over nite G-sets. A (G,K)-bundle here means a
K-bundle in the ategory of G-spaes, niteness means the base spae
is nite, and prinipality means that the K-ation is free. When K is
nite these are just K-free, nite (K ×G)-sets. The set Mor(G,K) is
an abelian monoid under the disjoint union operation and so we an
onsider its Grothendiek group ompletion whih we all the Burnside
module of G and K, and denote by A(G,K). The Burnside modules
are abelian groups, and hene Z-modules, by onstrution. Their mod-
ule struture is well understood and will be desribed below after a
preliminary denition.
Denition 1.5. Let G be a nite group and K a ompat Lie group.
A (G,K)-pair is a pair (H,ϕ) onsisting of a subgroup H ∈ G and
a homomorphism ϕ : H → K. We say two (G,K)-pairs (H,ϕ) and
(H ′, ϕ′) are (G,K)-onjugate if there exist elements g ∈ G and k ∈ K
suh that cg(H) = H
′
and the following diagram ommutes:
H
ϕ
−−−→ K
∼=
ycg yck
H ′
ϕ′
−−−→ K.
Let C(G,K) denote the set of onjugay lasses of (G,K)-pairs.
When there is no danger of onfusion we say onjugay instead of
(G,K)-onjugay. We denote the onjugay lass of a (G,K)-pair
(H,ϕ) by [H,ϕ]KG , or just [H,ϕ] when there is no danger of onfusion.
Lemma 1.6. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
number of onjugay lasses of (G,K)-pairs is nite.
Proof. One proves this easily using the folklore result (see for example
[9, Theorem 2.3 (1)℄ for a proof) that for any nite group F there are
only nitely many onjugay lasses of subgroups of K isomorphi to
F . 
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A (G,K)-pair (H,ϕ) gives rise to a nite prinipal (G,K)-bundle
(K ×G)/∆ϕH → G/H,
where
∆ϕH := {(ϕ(h), h) | h ∈ H} ≤ K ×G (1)
is the (transposed) graph of ϕ : H → K. Two (G,K)-pairs give rise to
isomorphi (G,K)-bundles if and only if they are onjugate.
The ring U(K×G) of nite (K×G)-omplexes is introdued in [14℄
where a basis over Z is also desribed. One an identify A(G,K) with
the submodule of U(G × K) generated by those (K × G)-omplexes
whose isotropy groups are of the form ∆ϕH . This leads to the following
desription of A(G,K).
Proposition 1.7. [14℄ For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group
K, the Burnside module A(G,K) is a nitely generated, free Z-module
with one basis element for eah onjugay lass of (G,K)-pairs.
Proof. The ring U(K × G) is free as a Z-module with one basis ele-
ment for every onjugay lass of subgroups of K × G. The Burnside
module A(G,K) an be identied with the submodule generated by
the subgroups of the form ∆ϕH where (H,ϕ) is a (G,K)-pair. 
By a slight abuse of notation we also denote the basis element orre-
sponding to a (G,K)-pair (H,ϕ) by [H,ϕ]KG (or [H,ϕ]). For eah basis
element [H,ϕ] we dene a morphism
c[H,ϕ] : A(G,K) −→ Z
by letting c[H,ϕ](X) be the oeient at [H,ϕ] in the basis deomposi-
tion of X . In other words we demand that
X =
∑
[H,ϕ]
c[H,ϕ](X) · [H,ϕ]
for all X ∈ A(G,K). When appropriate, we will also let c[H,ϕ] denote
the analogous homomorphism A(G,K)∧p → Z
∧
p .
The Burnside modules form the morphism sets of a ertain linear at-
egory as desribed below. For nite groups G1 and G2, and a ompat
Lie group K, there is a pairing
Mor(G2, K)×Mor(G2, G1) −→Mor(G1, K),
given by
(X, Y ) 7−→ G2\(X × Y ),
where G2 ats by the diagonal. This extends to a bilinear pairing
A(G2, K)× A(G1, G2) −→ A(G1, K),
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suggestively denoted by
(X, Y ) 7−→ X ◦ Y.
This pairing an be desribed on basis elements by the double oset
formula
[H2, ϕ2] ◦ [H1, ϕ1] =
∑
x∈H2\G2/ϕ1(H1)
[
ϕ1
−1 (ϕ1 (H1) ∩H
x
2 ) , ϕ2 ◦ cx ◦ ϕ1
]
.
It is easy to see that this omposition pairing satises the assoia-
tivity law and therefore we an make the following denition.
Denition 1.8. The Burnside ategory is the Z-linear ategory AGr
whose objets are the nite groups and whose morphism sets are the
Burnside modules,
MorAGr (G1, G2) = A(G1, G2),
where omposition is given by the pairing desribed above.
Similarly, the p-ompleted Burnside ategory is the Z∧p -linear at-
egory AGr∧p whose objets are the nite groups and whose morphism
sets are the p-ompleted Burnside modules,
MorAGr∧p
(G1, G2) = A(G1, G2)
∧
p .
Sine we are fousing on p-loal properties it will suit us, for a nite
group G and a ompat Lie group K, to study the submodule Ap(G,K)
of the Burnside module A(G,K) obtained by onsidering only (G,K)-
bundles whose isotropy groups are all p-groups. Alternatively, this is
the submodule generated by those basis elements [P, ϕ], where P is
a p-group. By the double oset formula, we see that these modules
are preserved by the omposition pairing as desribed in the following
lemma.
Lemma 1.9. For nite groups G1 and G2, and a ompat Lie group
K, we have
A(G2, K) ◦ Ap(G1, G2) ⊂ Ap(G1, K).
In partiular
Ap(G2, K) ◦ Ap(G1, G2) ⊂ Ap(G1, K).
Therefore we an make the following denition.
Denition 1.10. The p-isotropy Burnside ategory is the Z-linear
ategory ApGr whose objets are the nite groups and whose morphism
sets are the p-Burnside modules,
MorApGr (G1, G2) = Ap(G1, G2).
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Similarly, the p-ompleted p-Burnside ategory is the Z∧p -linear at-
egory ApGr
∧
p whose objets are the nite groups and whose morphism
sets are the p-ompleted p-Burnside modules,
MorApGr
∧
p
(G1, G2) = Ap(G1, G2)
∧
p .
We onlude this disussion by introduing an augmentation for the
Burnside ategory. This will prove very useful for understanding the
ltration of Burnside modules introdued in Setion 2.
Denition 1.11. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K,
the orbit augmentation of A(G,K) is the homomorphism
ǫ : A(G,K) −→ Z
obtained as the group ompletion of the monoid morphism
Mor(G,K) −→ Z, X 7−→ |K\X|.
The orbit augmentation of A(G,K)∧p is the homomorphism
ǫ : A(G,K)∧p → Z
∧
p
obtained upon p-ompletion.
When K is nite we have ǫ(X) = |X|/|K|, sine X is K-free. Note
also that
ǫ([H,ϕ]) = |G|/|H|
for a (G,K)-pair (H,ϕ). One easily heks that the orbit aumentations
send the omposition pairing to multipliation, and onsequently we
obtain a Z-linear funtor
ǫ : AGr −→ Z
and a Z∧p -linear funtor
ǫ : AGr∧p −→ Z
∧
p .
We refer to these as the orbit augmentation funtors of the respetive
Burnside ategories.
1.5. The Segal onjeture. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie
group K, there is a homomorphism of Z-modules
α : A(G,K) −→ {BG+, BK+}
sending a basis element [H,ϕ] to the stable map B+ϕ ◦ trH . This as-
signment is funtorial for G and nite K, and so we get a funtor of
Z-linear ategories
α : AGr −→ BGr,
whih is the identity on objets.
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For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, we have an obvious
bilinear map
A(G, 1)× A(G,K) −→ A(G,K),
where 1 denotes the trivial group, extending the map sending a G-set
X and a (G,K)-bundle Y to the (G,K)-bundle X × Y , where G ats
via the diagonal and K ats only on the seond oordinate.
When K = 1, this gives a ring struture on A(G) = A(G, 1), and
the resulting ring is alled the Burnside ring of G. This an also be
desribed as the Grothendiek group of isomorphism lasses of left G-
sets. For general ompat Lie groups K, the Burnside module A(G,K)
beomes a module over A(G) under the ation desribed above.
The orbit augmentation funtor ǫ indues a Z-algebra augmentation
ǫ : A(G) −→ Z,
whih extends the ounting map sending a G-set X to its ardinality
|X|. We denote the augmentation ideal by I(G).
The Segal onjeture states that for nite group G, the homo-
morphism A(G)→ π0S(BG+), whih we desribe as the omposite
A(G) = A(G, 1)
α
−→ {BG+, B1+} ∼= π
0
S(BG+),
is a ompletion with respet to the ideal I(G). Lewis-May-MClure
showed in [8℄ that an extended version of the onjeture, desribing
the homotopy lasses of stable maps between lassifying spaes of nite
groups, follows from the original version. In a further generalization,
May-Snaith-Zelewski showed in [11℄ that one an allow the target group
to be a ompat Lie group. Sine the Segal onjeture was proved by
Carlsson in [7℄, we an state these extensions as a theorem.
Theorem 1.12 (Segal Conjeture [7, 8, 11℄). For a nite groups G
and a ompat Lie group K, the map
α : A(G,K) −→ {BG+, BK+}
indues an isomorphism
α∧I(G) : A(G,K)
∧
I(G)
∼=
−→ {BG+, BK+},
where
A(G,K)∧I(G) = lim✛
k
(
A(G,K)/I(G)kA(G,K)
)
denotes the I(G)-ompletion of A(G,K).
This is a magnient result, but in general the I(G)-adi ompletions
are diult to alulate. However, when the groups involved are p-
groups, the situation is simplied. For a nite group G and a ompat
Lie group K, let A˜(G,K) be the module obtained from A(G,K) by
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quotienting out all basis elements of the form [H, ct], where ct is the
onstant homomorphism. May-MClure notied in [10℄ that when G
is a p-group, the I(G)-adi topology on A˜(G,K) is equivalent to the
p-adi topology on A˜(G,K). (This is not true on A(G,K).) The result
is the following version of the Segal onjeture.
Theorem 1.13 (Segal Conjeture [7, 8, 10, 11℄). Let S be a nite
p-group and K be a ompat Lie group. Then the map
α : A(S,K) −→ {BS+, BK+}
indues an isomorphism
α˜∧p : A˜(S,K)
∧
p −→ {BS,BK}.
An explanation of the target of this isomorphism is in order. Reall
that Σ∞+BK ≃ Σ
∞BK ∨ S. Now, the submodule of {BS+, BK+} gen-
erated by the maps α([P, ct]), where ct is the onstant homomorphism
P → K, onsists of the maps that fator through the S-term of Σ∞+BK.
Therefore it is appropriate to replae {BS+, BK+} with
{BS,BK} ∼= {BS+, BK+}/{BS+, S
0}
when passing from A(S,K) to A˜(S,K) to obtain the homomorphism
α˜ : A˜(S,K)→ {BS,BK}. The homomorphism α˜∧p is the p-ompletion
of α˜.
Sine α and α˜ preserve omposition when restrited to nite groups,
both versions of the Segal onjeture desribed in this setion an be
formulated in terms of isomorphisms of linear ategories.
1.6. Restritions and transfers. Let G be a nite group and K be a
ompat Lie group. If S is a subgroup of G, we an regard a (S,K)-pair
as a (G,K)-pair, or restrit a (G,K)-bundle to a (S,K)-bundle. This
gives us a way to traverse between A(S,K) and A(G,K), whih will be
useful later when we take S to be a Sylow subgroup. In this setion we
briey desribe these operations and interpret them in terms of stable
maps.
Given a (S,K)-pair (H,ϕ), we an regardH as a subgroup ofG to get
a (G,K)-pair (H,ϕ)KG . This assignment extends to a homomorphism
Φ: A(S,K) −→ A(G,K).
It is easy to hek that
[H,ϕ]KG = [H,ϕ]
K
S ◦ [S, id]
S
G
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using the double oset formula. Furthermore, [S, id]SG orresponds to
[G]SG, the isomorphism lass of G, regarded as a (S ×G)-set under the
ation (s, g).x = gxs−1.
The homomorphism α sends [S, id]SG to the transfer map
trS : B+G→ B+S. Thus we get an indued homomorphism
Φ: {BS+, BK+} → {BG+, BK+}, f 7→ f ◦ trS.
Note that α ommutes with Φ by onstrution.
A (G,K)-bundle X , an be regarded as a (S,K)-bundle X|(S,K) via
restrition. This indues a homomorphism
Γ: A(G,K) −→ A(S,K).
It is easy to see that
[X|(S,K)] ∼= [X ] ◦ [G]
G
S ,
where [X ] denotes the isomorphism lass of X , and [G]GS is the
isomorphism lass of G regarded as a (G × S)-set via the ation
(g, s).x = gxs−1. Sine [G]GS orresponds to [S, ι]
G
S in A(S,G) we see
that Γ is given by
[X ] 7→ [X ] ◦ [S, ι]GS .
Applying α we get an indued homomorphism of stable maps
Γ: {BG+, BK+} → {BS+, BK+}, f 7→ f ◦ B+ιS.
Note that α also ommutes with Γ by onstrution.
To aommodate the basepoint issue we need to onsider the redued
operations Φ˜ and Γ˜ that t into the diagrams
A(S,K)
Φ //
pi

A(G,K)
Γ //
pi

A(S,K)
pi

A˜(S,K)
eΦ // A˜(G,K)
eΓ // A˜(S,K)
and
{BS+, BK+}
Φ //
pi

{BG+, BK+}
Γ //
pi

{BS+, BK+}
pi

{BS,BK}
eΦ // {BG,BK}
eΓ // {BS,BK},
where the vertial arrows are the obvious projetion maps. The redued
operations Φ˜ and Γ˜ ommute with α˜.
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Sine we are working p-loally we need to onsider the p-ompleted
operations
Φ˜∧p : {BS
∧
p , BK} −→ {BG
∧
p , BK}, f 7→ f ◦ (trS)
∧
p
and
Γ˜∧p : {BG
∧
p , BK} −→ {BS
∧
p , BK}, f 7→ f ◦ (BιS)
∧
p .
These t into the ommutative diagram
A˜(S,K)
eΦ //
ι∗p◦eα

A˜(G,K)
eΓ //
ι∗p◦eα

A˜(S,K)
ι∗p◦eα

{BS∧p , BK}
eΦ∧p // {BG∧p , BK}
eΓ∧p // {BS∧p , BK},
where the vertial maps are the funtor α˜ followed by preomposition
with ιp, the natural inlusion of wedge summands desribed in Setion
1.1. The naturality of ιp ensures the ommutativity of the diagram and
in fat this is the reason why ιp was introdued so arefully.
Notie that
[GSG] ◦ [G
G
S ]
∼= [GSS],
where [GSS] denotes the isomorphism lass of G regarded as a (S×S)-set
via the ation (s1, s2).x = s1xs
−1
2 . Therefore the omposite
Γ ◦ Φ: A(S,K) −→ A(S,K).
is given by
Γ ◦ Φ(X) = X ◦ [G]SS.
This operation will be studied in Setion 2.
We also onsider the opposite omposite
Φ ◦ Γ: A(G,K) −→ A(G,K).
Its orresponding operation on stable maps is given by
Φ ◦ Γ(f) = f ◦ B+ιS ◦ trS.
The interesting ase is when S is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then
BS ≃ BS∧p and the omposite BιS ◦ trS is a homotopy equivalene after
p-ompletion. Therefore Φ˜∧p ◦ Γ˜
∧
p is an automorphism of {BG
∧
p , BK}
whih fators through {BS,BK}. We onlude that {BG∧p , BK} is a
diret summand of {BS,BK} isomorphi to
Γ˜∧p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p ({BS,BK}) = α˜
∧
p
(
π
(
A(S,K)∧p ◦ [G]
S
S
))
.
This observation gives us a strategy to prove Theorem A. Over the next
two setions we show that A(S,K)∧p ◦ [G]
S
S is isomorphi to Ap(G,K)
∧
p
in a way that is ompatible with α˜p.
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2. Subonjugay
From now on, x a nite group G with Sylow p-subgroup S and a
ompat Lie group K. In this setion we nd an expliit basis for the
submodule
A(S,K)∧p ◦ [G] ⊆ A(S,K)
∧
p ,
where [G] ∈ A(S, S)∧p is the isomorphism lass of G regarded as a
(S × S)-set under the ation (s1, s2).x = s1xs
−1
2 . From this basis it
is easy to obtain a basis for {BG∧p , BK} and prove Theorem A.
The main tool we will use is a ltration indued by the following
preorder on onjugay lasses of (S,K)-pairs.
Denition 2.1. Let (P, ϕ) and (Q,ψ) be two (S,K)-pairs. We say
that (Q,ψ) is subonjugate to (P, ϕ), and write
(Q,ψ) - (P, ϕ),
if there exist elements g ∈ G and k ∈ K suh that the following diagram
ommutes
Q
ψ
−−−→ ψ(Q)
cg
y yck
P
ϕ
−−−→ ϕ(P ).
It is lear that subonjugay is preserved by (S,K)-onjugay and
therefore we an pass to onjugay lasses.
Denition 2.2. We say that a (S,K)-onjugay lass of pairs [Q,ψ]
is subonjugate to an (S,K)-onjugay lass [P, ϕ] and write
[Q,ψ] - [P, ϕ]
if the subonjugay relation
(Q,ψ) - (P, ϕ)
holds between any (and hene all) representatives of the lasses.
It is also lear that subonjugay is a transitive relation and so in-
dues an equivalene relation as desribed in the following denition.
Denition 2.3. We say that [Q,ψ] is (G,K)-onjugate to [P, ϕ], and
write
[Q,ψ] ∼ [P, ϕ],
if [Q,ψ] - [P, ϕ] and [P, ϕ] - [Q,ψ]. We say that [Q,ψ] is stritly
subonjugate to [P, ϕ], and write
[Q,ψ]  [P, ϕ],
if [Q,ψ] is subonjugate to [P, ϕ], but not (G,K)-onjugate to [P, ϕ].
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Let I denote the set of (G,K)-onjugay lasses of (S,K)-pairs. This
is a poset under subonjugay and we proeed to onstrut an I-indexed
ltration of A(S,K)∧p .
Denition 2.4. For an (S,K)-pair (P, ϕ), let M (- [P, ϕ]) denote the
submodule of A(S,K)∧p generated by the basis elements [Q,ψ] suh that
[Q,ψ] - (P, ϕ),
and let M ( [P, ϕ]) denote the submodule generated by the basis ele-
ments [Q,ψ] suh that
[Q,ψ]  (P, ϕ).
We will show that this ltration is preserved by omposition with
[G]. First note that by the double oset formula one has
[G] =
∑
x∈S\G/S
[S ∩ Sx, cx].
This prompts us to make a formalization.
Denition 2.5. Let R be the submodule of A(S, S)∧p generated by the
basis elements [P, ϕ], where the homomorphism ϕ : P → S is indued
by onjugation by an element in G.
Clearly [G] ∈ R. Using the double oset formula, one easily sees that
R is in fat a subring of A(S, S)∧p . The next lemma shows that the mod-
ules M (- [P, ϕ]) and M ( [P, ϕ]) dened above are right R-modules.
They are in fat also left R-modules but this is not needed.
Lemma 2.6. The following hold for every (S,K)-pair (P, ϕ):
(a) M (- [P, ϕ]) ◦R ⊆M (- [P, ϕ]) ,
(b) M ( [P, ϕ]) ◦R ⊆M ( [P, ϕ]) .
Proof. We begin by proving part (a). It sues to show that for every
basis element [Q,ψ] - [P, ϕ] of M (- [P, ϕ]) and every basis element
[T, cg] of R, one has
[Q,ψ] ◦ [T, cg] ∈M (- [P, ϕ]) .
By the double oset formula we an write
[Q,ψ] ◦ [T, cg] =
∑
x∈Q\S/gT
[T ∩Qxg, ψ ◦ cx ◦ cg]
so it sues to note that
[T ∩Qxg, ψ ◦ cx ◦ cg] - [Q,ψ] - [P, ϕ]
for every x ∈ S.
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The same argument proves part (b), for if we assume that [Q,ψ] is
stritly subonjugate to [P, ϕ] at the beginning, we get
[T ∩Qxg, ψ ◦ cx ◦ cg] - [Q,ψ]  [P, ϕ]
at the end. 
In partiular this lemma shows that the operation
Γ ◦ Φ = (−) ◦ [G] : A(S,K)∧p −→ A(S,K)
∧
p
introdued in Setion 1.6 preserves the subonjugay ltration.
Lemma 2.7. If the basis elements [P, ϕ] and [Q,ψ] of A(S,K) are
(G,K)-onjugate, then
Γ ◦ Φ([P, ϕ]) = Γ ◦ Φ([Q,ψ]).
Proof. Clearly (P, ϕ) and (Q,ψ) are also (G,K)-onjugate when re-
garded as (G,K)-pairs, so, using the notation of Setion 1.6,
Φ ([P, ϕ]) = Φ ([Q,ψ]) .
Consequently
Γ (Φ ([P, ϕ])) = Γ (Φ ([Q,ψ])) .

Proposition 2.8. Pik a representative [Pi, ϕi] for eah i ∈ I. The
olletion
C = {Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi]) | i ∈ I}
forms a Z∧p -basis for Γ ◦ Φ(A(S,K)
∧
p ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 it is lear that C spans Γ ◦ Φ(A(S,K)∧p ), so it
sues to prove linear independene.
For a (S,K)-pair (P, ϕ) we have
Γ ◦ Φ([P, ϕ]) = [P, ϕ] ◦ [G] ∈M (- [P, ϕ])
by Lemma 2.6. But note that
ǫ(M (- [P, ϕ])) = ǫ([P, ϕ]) · Z∧p
and
ǫ(M ( [P, ϕ])) = p · ǫ([P, ϕ]) · Z∧p .
Sine
ǫ(Γ ◦ Φ([P, ϕ])) = ǫ([P, ϕ] ◦ [G]) = ǫ([P, ϕ]) · ǫ([G])
and p does not divide ǫ([G]) = |G|/|S|, we dedue that
Γ ◦ Φ([P, ϕ]) ∈ M (- [P, ϕ]) \M ( [P, ϕ]) . (2)
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Now, let ci ∈ Z∧p for eah i ∈ I and assume that∑
i∈I
ci · (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi])) = 0. (3)
Put
I ′ = {i ∈ I | ci 6= 0}.
If I ′ is nonempty, then let j be a maximal element of I ′ regarded
as a poset under subonjugay. By (2) there is a (S,K)-pair
(Q,ψ) ∼
(G,K)
(Pj, ϕj) suh that
c[Q,ψ] (Γ ◦ Φ([Pj , ϕj])) 6= 0.
On the other hand, for i ∈ I ′ \ {j}, the maximality of j implies that
[Q,ψ] is not subonjugate to (Pi, ϕi). Hene
c[Q,ψ] (M (- [Pi, ϕi])) = 0
and in partiular
c[Q,ψ] (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi])) = 0.
Now we get
c[Q,ψ]
(∑
i∈I
ci · (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi]))
)
=
∑
i∈I
ci · c[Q,ψ] (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi]))
=
∑
i∈I\I′
ci︸︷︷︸
=0
·c[Q,ψ] (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi]))
+
∑
i∈I′\{j}
ci · c[Q,ψ] (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi]))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+ cj︸︷︷︸
6=0
· c[Q,ψ] (Γ ◦ Φ([Pi, ϕi]))︸ ︷︷ ︸
6=0
6= 0,
ontraditing (3). Therefore I ′ must be empty and we onlude that
the olletion is linearly independent.

3. p-ompleted Segal onjetures
In this setion we state and prove the new variants of the Segal
onjeture promised in the introdution. We begin by desribing the
group of homotopy lasses of stable maps from the p-ompleted las-
sifying spae of a nite group to the lassifying spae of a ompat
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Lie group. The map (ι∗p ◦ α˜p)
∧
p
in the statement of the theorem is the
algebrai p-ompletion of the omposite
A˜(G,K)
eαp
−→ {BG,BK}
−◦ιp
−−→ {BG∧p , BK},
where ιp : BG
∧
p →֒ BG is the natural wedge-summand inlusion dis-
ussed in Setion 1.1. Note that the target {BG∧p , BK} is p-omplete
beause it is a diret summand of {BS,BK} whih is p-omplete by
the Segal Conjeture.
Theorem 3.1. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
map
(ι∗p ◦ α˜p)
∧
p
: A˜p(G,K)
∧
p −→ {BG
∧
p , BK}
is an isomorphism of Z∧p -modules, natural in G and nite K.
Proof. Let S be a Sylow subgroup of G, and let I be the set of (G,K)-
onjugay lasses of (S,K)-pairs. For eah i ∈ I, pik a representative
(Pi, ϕi) and onsider the submodule MI ⊆ A(S,K)
∧
p generated by the
olletion {[Pi, ϕi] | i ∈ I}. Sine every p-subgroup of G is onjugate to
a subgroup of S, the homomorphism Φ: A(S,K)→ A(G,K) desribed
in Setion 1.6 indues an isomorphism
Φ∧p : MI
∼=
−→ Ap(G,K)
∧
p .
Letting M˜I denote the image of MI in A˜(S,K)
∧
p , this desends to an
isomorphism
Φ˜∧p : M˜I
∼=
−→ A˜p(G,K)
∧
p .
Proposition 2.8 implies that there is an isomorphism
Γ˜∧p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p : M˜I
∼=
−→ Γ˜∧p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p (M˜I)
and that
Γ˜∧p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p (M˜I) = Γ˜
∧
p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p (A˜(S,K)
∧
p ).
By the Segal onjeture, and the ommutativity of α with Γ˜∧p and Φ˜
∧
p ,
there is an isomorphism
α˜∧p : Γ˜
∧
p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p (A˜(S,K)
∧
p )
∼=
−→ Γ˜∧p ◦ Φ˜ ({BS,BK})
Sine the omposition BιS ◦ trS is a homotopy self-equivalene of BG
∧
p ,
the homomorphisms Φ˜∧p and Γ˜
∧
p indue an automorphism
Φ˜∧p ◦ Γ˜
∧
p : {BG
∧
p , BK}
∼=
−→ {BG∧p , BK}.
We onlude that Φ˜∧p is a surjetion, so
{BG∧p , BK} = Φ˜
∧
p ({BS,BK}) ,
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and that Γ˜∧p is an injetion. Hene there is an isomorphism
Γ˜∧p : {BG
∧
p , BK}
∼=
−→ Γ˜∧p ◦ Φ˜
∧
p ({BS,BK}) .
Now we have a ommutative diagram
M˜I
Γ◦Φ
∼=
//
Φ
∼= ##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
G
Γ ◦ Φ(M˜I)
= // Γ ◦ Φ(A˜(S,K)
∧
p )
eα∧p
∼=
// Γ ◦ Φ({BS,BK})
A˜p(G,K)
∧
p
(ι∗p◦eαp)
∧
p //
Γ
OO
{BG∧p , BK},
Γ ∼=
OO
where we have written Φ and Γ instead of Φ˜∧p and Γ˜
∧
p . Conentrating
rst on the left side of this diagram, we see that sine Φ and Γ ◦ Φ are
both isomorphisms, Γ must be an isomorphism. Turning our attention
to the right side of the diagram, we see that the bottom arrow forms
the bottom part of a retangular ommutative diagram where all the
other arrows are isomorphism. Hene the bottom arrow is itself an
isomorphism. 
Using Lemma 1.6 we obtain an immediate reformulation.
Corollary 3.2. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
map
(α˜p)
∧
p : A˜p(G,K)
∧
p −→ {BG,BK}
∧
p ≃ {BG
∧
p , BK
∧
p },
is an isomorphism of Z∧p -modules, natural in G and nite K.
The naturality property in Corollary 3.2 an also be stated as follows.
Corollary 3.3. The funtor
(α˜p)
∧
p : ApGr
∧
p → BGr
∧
p
is an isomorphism of Z∧p -linear ategories.
Finally we an ollet our results for dierent primes p and prove
Theorem B of the introdution.
Theorem 3.4. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
map⊕
q
(ι∗q ◦ α˜q)
∧
q
:
⊕
q
A˜q(G,K)
∧
q →
⊕
q
{BG∧q , BK}
∼= {BG,BK},
where the sums run over all primes q, is an isomorphism of Z-modules,
natural in G and nite K.
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Proof. The stable splitting BG ≃
∨
q BG
∧
q indues a splitting
{BG,BK} ∼=
⊕
q
{BG∧q , BK}.
The result now follows from Theorem 3.1. 
One an also restrit this theorem to nite groups and formulate a
orollary about an isomorphism of Z-linear ategories, but we refrain
from doing so.
4. Alternative formulations
The basepoint issue mentioned before in this paper is more a teh-
nial nuisane for formulating statements than an atual problem in
proving them. The main issue with the added basepoint is that for a
nite group G, the suspension spetrum of the p-ompletion of BG+ is
Σ∞((BG+)
∧
p ) ≃ BG
∧
p∨S, whih is not p-omplete as S is not p-omplete.
Consequently, for a ompat Lie group K, the module {(BG+)
∧
p , BK+}
need not be p-omplete as maps fatoring through the sphere spetrum
an ontribute a non-ompleted part.
In this paper we have so far opted to remove the oending sphere
spetrum, at the ost of disregarding maps fatoring through the sphere
spetrum, whih results in introduing the aesthetially unpleasant
quotients of double Burnside modules. However, there are other ways
to smooth over the basepoint issue. In this setion we onsider two
alternative approahes. The rst is to p-omplete the added sphere
spetrum rather than to remove it, and thus fore everything in sight
to be p-omplete. The seond approah is to deal separately with the
failure of {(BG+)
∧
p , BK+} to be p-omplete, whih turns out to be pre-
isely one opy of Z orresponding to maps from one sphere spetrum
to the other.
For eah approah we give the orresponding versions of of Theorem
1.12 and state the generalizations to p-ompleted lassifying spaes
of nite groups. These generalizations are obtained using the same
ltration argument already presented and so the proofs are omitted.
4.1. p-ompleted suspension spetra. Instead of looking at the sus-
pension spetrum of the p-ompletion of BG+, for a nite group G, we
an look at the p-ompletion of the suspension spetrum of BG+. Thus
we obtain the p-omplete spetrum (B+G)
∧
p ≃ BG
∧
p ∨ S
∧
p . Taking this
approah for a nite p-group S and a ompat Lie group K, the ap-
propriate version of Theorem 1.12 is that the map
α∧p : A(S,K)
∧
p
∼=
−→ [(B+S)
∧
p , (B+K)
∧
p ]
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is an isomorphism of Z∧p -modules. Using the same transfer and ltra-
tion arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following
generalization.
Theorem 4.1. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
map
(αp)
∧
p : Ap(G,K)
∧
p
∼=
−→ [(B+G)
∧
p , (B+K)
∧
p ]
is an isomorphism of Z∧p -modules
While this approah has the advantage of retaining more information
from the double Burnside module Ap(G,K), it has the drawbak that
we obtain no analogue of Theorem 3.4 as B+G is not a wedge sum of
its ompletions (sine the sphere spetrum is not a torsion spetrum).
4.2. Preise approah. The statement of the Segal Conjeture for
stable maps from lassifying spaes of p-groups presented in Theorem
1.12 is atually a simplied version of a more detailed result obtained
by May-MClure in [10℄.
For a nite group G with Sylow subgroup S and a ompat Lie
group K, let Ip(G,K) be the kernel of the map ǫ : Ap(G,K) → Z.
As a Z-module, Ip(G,K) has basis {[P, ϕ] − |S|/|P | · [S, ct]}. There
is a splitting Ap(G,K) = Z⊕ Ip(G,K), where the Z term is gener-
ated by [S, ct]. Sine I(G) ·A(G,K) = I(G,K) this indues a splitting
Ap(G,K)
∧
I(G) = Z⊕ Ip(G,K)
∧
I(G).
May-MClure showed that for a nite p-group S, the I(S)-adi topol-
ogy on I(S,K) oinides with the p-adi topology. Therefore the Segal
Conjeture says that the map
(αp)
∧
I(S) : Z⊕ I(S,K)
∧
p −→ {BS+, BK+}
is an isomorphism. Again, using the transfer and ltration arguments
from Setions 2 and 3, one an prove the following generalization.
Theorem 4.2. For a nite group G and a ompat Lie group K, the
map
(αp)
∧
I(G) : Z⊕ Ip(G,K)
∧
p −→ {(BG+)
∧
p , BK+}
is an isomorphism of Z-modules.
Colleting this result for dierent primes one an obtain an iso-
morphism of Z-modules.
Z⊕
⊕
p
Ip(G,K)
∧
p
∼=
−→ {BG+, BK+}.
Unlike the isomorphism in 3.4 this isomorphism is not natural in G.
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Taking K = 1 one reovers a speial ase of Minami's desription
of the I(G)-adi ompletion of the Burnside ring in [12℄ (he allows G
to be ompat). It should be noted that even though one an regard
A(G,K) as a submodule of A(K × G) when K is nite, the results in
this paper do not follow fromMinami's results, as his result involves the
I(K × G)-adi ompletion whereas we are interested in the I(G)-adi
ompletion, and the two ations are hard to reonile.
5. Deompositions
In this setion we address the following question. Given a (G,K)-
pair (H,ϕ), what is the element in A˜p(G,K)
∧
p orresponding to the
p-ompleted stable map α˜([H,ϕ])? In other words, we desribe the
homomorphism
π˜p : A˜(G,K)
(−)∧p ◦eα
−−−−→ {BG∧p , BK
∧
p }
((eαp)
∧
p )
−1
−−−−−→ A˜p(G,K)
∧
p .
For tehnial reasons it is more onvenient to rst desribe the homo-
morphism
πp : A(G,K)
(−)∧p ◦α
−−−−→ [(B+G)
∧
p , (B+K)
∧
p ]
((αp)
∧
p )
−1
−−−−−→ Ap(G,K)
∧
p .
and then interpret the results for the homomorphism π˜ obtained by
removing the additional sphere spetrum.
Let 1p ∈ Ap(G,G)
∧
p be the pre-image of the identity of (B+G)
∧
p under
the isomorphism
(αp)
∧
p : Ap(G,G)
∧
p
∼=
−→ [(B+G)
∧
p , (B+G)
∧
p ].
This immediately gives us a way to desribe πp, for if X ∈ A(G,K)
then we an regard X ◦ 1p as an element of Ap(G,K)
∧
p , and we have
(αp)
∧
p (X ◦ 1p) = α(X)
∧
p ◦ (αp)
∧
p (1p) = α(X)
∧
p ◦ id = α(X)
∧
p .
Therefore
πp(X) = X ◦ 1p.
We proeed to determine 1p using ltration methods similar to those
in Setion 2. Sine many details are similar, they are left to the reader.
Fix a Sylow subgroup S of G. Like in Setion 2, we say that a
(G,G)-pair (F, ψ) is subonjugate to a (G,G)-pair (H,ϕ), and write
(F, ψ) - (H,ϕ) if there exist elements g1, g2 ∈ G making the following
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diagram ommute
F
ψ
−−−→ ψ(F )
cg1
y ycg2
H
ϕ
−−−→ ϕ(H).
This time the indued equivalene relation is just (G,G)-onjugay, and
so subonjugay indues an order relation on (G,G)-onjugay lasses
of (G,G)-pairs.
For a basis element [P, ϕ] of Ap(G,G), let M (- [P, ϕ]) denote the
submodule of Ap(G,G) generated by basis elements that are subon-
jugate to [P, ϕ], and similarly let M ( [P, ϕ]) denote the submodule
generated by stritly subonjugate basis elements. We make the fol-
lowing key observation, whih is proved just like Proposition 2.8.
Lemma 5.1. For every (G,G)-pair (P, ϕ), where P is a p-group,
[P, ϕ] ◦ [S, ιS ] ∈M (- [P, ϕ]) \M ( [P, ϕ]) .
Let R denote the subring of Ap(G,G) generated by basis elements
of the form [P, ιP ], where ιP denotes the inlusion P ≤ G. Note that
R = M (- [S, ι]). The above lemma allows us to prove the following.
Proposition 5.2. 1p ∈ R.
Proof. Take a maximal [Q,ψ] suh that c[Q,ψ](1p) 6= 0. By Lemma 5.1
we have
c[Q,ψ]([Q,ψ] ◦ [S, ιS]) 6= 0
(otherwise [Q,ψ] ◦ [S, ιS] ∈M ( [Q,ψ])).
If [P, ϕ] is a basis element dierent from [Q,ψ] suh that
c[P,ϕ](1p) 6= 0, then, by maximality, [Q,ψ] is not subonjugate to [P, ϕ]
and hene c[Q,ψ](X) = 0 for all X ∈M (- [P, ϕ]). In partiular,
c[Q,ψ]([P, ϕ] ◦ [S, ιS]) = 0.
Now we dedue that
c[Q,ψ] (1p ◦ [S, ιS ]) = c[Q,ψ]
∑
[P,ϕ]
c[P,ϕ](1p) · [P, ϕ] ◦ [S, ιS ]

=
∑
[P,ϕ]
c[P,ϕ](1p) · c[Q,ψ] ([P, ϕ] ◦ [S, ιS])
= c[Q,ψ](1p) · c[Q,ψ] ([Q,ψ] ◦ [S, ιS])
6= 0.
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On the other hand, we have 1p ◦ [S, ιS ] = [S, ιS ]. Therefore we must
have [Q,ψ] = [S, ιS ]. We dedue that [S, ιS] is the unique maximal
element suh that c[S,ιS](1p) 6= 0, and hene 1p ∈M (- [S, ιS]) = R. 
Let n be the number of onjugay lasses of p-subgroups of G and
pik one representative Pi for eah onjugay lass, labelled from 1 to
n so that P1 = S, and i ≥ j if Pj is onjugate to a subgroup of Pi.
Sine 1p ∈ R, we an write
1p =
n∑
j=0
aj · [Pj, ιPj ].
For subgroups H and F of G, let NG(F,H) denote the transporter
NG(K,H) = {g ∈ G | K
g ≤ H}.
Proposition 5.3. The multipliative identity of Ap(G,G)
∧
p is given by
1p =
n∑
j=1
aj · [Pj, ιPj ],
where the oeients aj satisfy the equations
n∑
j=1
aj ·
|NG(Pi, Pj)|
|Pj|
= 1 (4)
for i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. In this proof we will denote all inlusions of groups by ι. For
every i we have 1p ◦ [Pi, ι] = [Pi, ι]. In partiular, c[Pi,ι](1p ◦ [Pi, ι]) = 1.
By the double oset formula, we have
[Pj, ι] ◦ [Pi, ι] =
∑
x∈Pj\G/Pi
[Pi ∩ P
x
j , cx].
It is easy to hek that [Pi ∩ P
x
j , cx] = [Pi ∩ P
x
j , ι], and
c[Pi,ι]([Pi ∩ P
x
j , ι]) =
{
1 if xPi ≤ Pj,
0 otherwise.
Noting that
xPi ≤ Pj if and only if x ∈ NG(Pi, Pj), we see that
c[Pi,ι]([Pj , ι] ◦ [Pi, ι]) = |Pj\NG(Pi, Pj)/Pi|
If x ∈ NG(Pi, Pj) and g ∈ Pi, then there is a h ∈ Pj suh that xg = hx.
Therefore
Pj\NG(Pi, Pj)/Pi ∼= Pj\NG(Pi, Pj),
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and
c[Pi,ι]([Pj , ι] ◦ [Pi, ι]) =
|NG(Pi, Pj)|
|Pj|
.
Now we get
1 = c[Pi,ι](1p ◦ [Pi, ι])
= c[Pi,ι](
n∑
j=0
aj · [Pj, ι] ◦ [Pi, ι])
=
n∑
j=1
aj · c[Pi,ι]([Pj, ι] ◦ [Pi, ι])
=
n∑
j=1
aj ·
|NG(Pi, Pj)|
|Pj|

Remark 5.4. Sine |NG(Pi, Pj)| = 0 when i < j, the equations in (4)
onstitute a lower triangular matrix equation. The elements on the
diagonal are |NG(Pi)/Pi| 6= 0, so the matrix is of maximal rank and
the equations sue to determine 1p uniquely. We do not need to
prove that the equation is solvable (this ould be an issue beause the
elements on the diagonal need not be units in Z∧p ) sine we already
know that Ap(G,G)
∧
p has a multipliative identity.
We now proeed to desribe πp in terms of xed-point sets. For every
(G,K)-pair (H,ψ), there is a homomorphism
χ
[H,ψ]
: A(G,K) −→ Z,
depending only on the onjugay lass of (H,ψ), whih sends a (G,K)-
bundle X to
χ
[H,ψ]
(X) = χ
(
W (∆ψH)\X
∆ψ
H
)
,
where χ is the Euler harateristi, X∆
ψ
H
is the xed-point spae, and
W (∆ψH) = NK×G(∆
ψ
H)/∆
ψ
H .
Note that for a (G,K)-pair (H ′, ψ′) we have
W (∆ψH)\((K ×G)/∆
ψ′
H′)
∆ψ
H ∼= NK×G(∆
ψ
H)\NK×G(∆
ψ
H ,∆
ψ′
H′)/∆
ψ′
H′
and that NK×G(∆
ψ
H)\NK×G(∆
ψ
H ,∆
ψ′
H′) is nite, so we in fat have
χ
[H,ψ]
(X) =
∣∣∣W (∆ψH)\X∆ψH ∣∣∣
for a nite prinipal (G,K)-bundle X over a nite G-set.
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Let Cp(G,K) be the set of onjugay lasses of (G,K)-pairs (P, ψ)
where P is a p-group.
Proposition 5.5. [14℄ The homomorphism
χ
p
: Ap(G,K) −→
∏
Cp(G,K)
Z, X 7−→
∏
Cp(G,K)
χ
[P,ψ]
(X)
is an injetion.
We will desribe πp in terms of this embedding. To this end we need
the following reformulation of a result of BensonFeshbah.
Lemma 5.6. [4℄ For X ∈ A(G,K), a (G,K)-pair (H,ψ) and a sub-
group F ≤ G, we have
χ
[H,ψ]
(X ◦ [F, ιF ]
G
G) =
|NG(H,F )|
|F |
χ
[H,ψ]
(X).
In partiular χ
[H,ψ]
(X ◦ [F, ιF ]
G
G) = 0 if H is not subonjugate to F .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1 in [4℄ (whih is atually proved
in the ase where K is nite and without taking the quotient byW (∆ψH)
but the same argument works in this setting). 
Theorem 5.7. The homomorphism πp sends X ∈ A(G,K) to the
unique element Xp ∈ Ap(G,K)
∧
p suh that
χp(Xp) = χp(X).
In other words, πp is the unique homomorphism tting into the om-
mutative diagram.
A(G,K)
pip //
χp
%%K
KK
KK
KK
KK
K
Ap(G,K)
∧
pyy
χp
yyrrr
rr
rr
rr
r
∏
Cp(G,K)
Z∧p .
The homomorphism π˜p is the homomorphism obtained from πp by quo-
tienting out all trivial basis elements.
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Proof. For X ∈ A(G,K) and a (G,K)-pair (Q,ψ) with Q a p-group
we have
χ
[Q,ψ]
(πp(X)) = χ[Q,ψ](X ◦ 1p)
=
n∑
j=0
ajχ[Q,ψ](X ◦ [Pj, ιPj ])
=
n∑
j=0
aj
|NG(Q,Pj)|
|Pj|
χ
[Q,ψ]
(X)
= χ
[Q,ψ]
(X),
where the last step follows from Proposition 5.3 sine Q is onjugate
to one of the groups Pi. 
Letting p run over all primes we obtain the following orollary, from
whih Theorem C in the introdution follows.
Corollary 5.8. The kernel of the map
α : A(G,K) −→ {BG+, BK+} ∼= A(G,K)
∧
I(G)
is the submodule onsisting of elements X suh that χ
[H,ψ]
(X) = 0 for
all (G,K)-pairs [H,ψ] where the order of H is a prime power.
Remark 5.9. If K is nite one may replae the morphism χ
[H,ψ]
with
the morphism sending X 7→ |X∆
ψ
H | throughout this setion and the
results still hold true.
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